In single-layer WSe 2 , a paradigmatic semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenide, a circularly polarized laser field can selectively excite electronic transitions in one of the inequivalent K ± valleys. Such selective valley population corresponds to a pseudospin polarization. This can be used as a degree of freedom in a "valleytronic" device provided that the time scale for its depolarization is sufficiently large. Yet, the mechanism behind the valley depolarization still remains heavily debated. Recent time-dependent Kerr experiments have provided an accurate way to visualize the valley dynamics by measuring the rotation of a linearly polarized probe pulse applied after a circularly polarized pump pulse. We present here a clear, accurate and parameter-free description of the valley dynamics. By using an atomistic, ab initio approach we fully 1 arXiv:1708.06568v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall]
pulses, the microscopic understanding of the subsequent valley depolarization is still strongly debated, despite the numerous experimental data available.
20-25
One of the most renowned mechanism proposed in the literature to explain the valley depolarization is the electron-hole exchange (eh-X) mechanism. 22 In the eh-X case the circularly polarized pump pulse is assumed to excite an independent electron-hole pair in a single valley. This pair is subsequently scattered to the other valley via virtual transitions caused by the bare electron-hole exchange interaction. Temperature is introduced by assuming that the initial pairs are distributed according to a Boltzmann distribution at a given temperature. 25 In the eh-X mechanism the out-of-equilibrium dynamics of the material is reduced to the solution of the equation of motion for a 2×2 matrix and the scattering part of the dynamics is introduced using adjustable, ad-hoc lifetimes.
26
Although appealing, the eh-X approach is based on a crucial approximation. The initial non-equilibrium state, which should mimic the state after the action of the pump pulse, is assumed to be uncorrelated. However, it is well known that the optical properties of
TMDs are characterized by a strong electron-hole interaction. 27, 28 This is easily visualized in the optical spectrum of WSe 2 , dominated by excitonic peaks that are composed by several, correlated and coherent electron-hole pairs. 29, 30 Thus the electron-hole exchange interaction
should not be considered on the uncorrelated state, but on the correlated state created by the pump. To this end a correct modeling should include the pump pulse in the simulation.
Such a coherent approach, where excitonic effects are included from the beginning together with realistic scattering mechanisms, does exist. It is based on an atomistic description of the material and it is rooted on the well-know merging of Many-Body techniques with Density-Functional-Theory 31 (also known as ab initio approaches). An ab initio nonequilibrium dynamics is not based on a simplified model and on adjustable parameters. All ingredients of the method are calculated from the very elementary atomic structure of the material. This make ab initio approaches predictive. Therefore, an ab initio simulation can provide a quantitative result and thus a convincing answer to the mechanism which drives the valley depolarization in TMDs.
Such a non-equilibrium ab initio simulation must, however, include several key ingredients to be accurate and convincing. First of all, both the pump pulse and the scattering mechanism need to be included in a first-principles manner and going beyond simple models based on parameters extracted a posteriori from the experimental results. Second, electronic correlation needs to be included to account for the strong electron-hole interaction during the absorption of the pump pulse. Finally, the spin-orbit interaction also needs to be fully described to couple the spin and pseudospin polarization dynamics. 7, 13 In this work we use such a set of theoretical and numerical tools to model the valley depolarization in two-dimensional TMDs in a clear and convincing way.
We consider a TD-KERR experiment performed on a single layer WSe 2 (see Fig. 1 and   2 ). The Kerr angle shows a clear exponential decay, with a lifetime that increases as the temperature drops and reaches a low-temperature plateau. We use an ab initio implementation of the Kadanoff-Baym out-of-equilibrium equations to describe the dynamics in a Kohn-Sham basis. Our theoretical simulations describe the creation of a valley polarization and perfectly reproduce its experimental decay, which allows us to give a complete and exhaustive explanation of the physics involved. We find that the valley depolarization is mainly caused by spin-flip transitions mediated by electron-phonon interaction. We also successfully explain the temperature dependence of the Kerr angle.
An atomistic approach to the Time-dependent Kerr effect. In a prototype TD-KERR experiment ( Fig. 1.(c1-c3) ), a sharp circularly polarized laser pulse is used to pump the material by photo-exciting electrons to the empty conduction states (step c1), creating the carrier imbalance at the inequivalent valleys. 2, 3, 32, 33 Circularly polarized light mainly excites electron-hole pairs in a given valley, as summarized in Fig. 1(a) . While selection rules impose spin conservation, the azimuthal quantum number (m) changes from m = 0 in valence to m = +1 (m = −1) in conduction at K + (K − ) when left (right) circularly polarized light is used, respectively. 1 The imbalance between the valley population entails a
pump pulse
(1) The carriers scatter from one valley to the other in order to equalize the population of the K ± valleys, whose density is represented by violet (K + ) and green (K − ). (c3) After a delay τ a linearly polarized laser is used to probe the valley polarization dynamics by measuring its polarization axis rotation. This rotation is caused by the Kerr effect, induced by the magnetization associated with the pseudospin polarization. The exponential decay defines the valley polarization lifetime that plays a crucial role in the valleytronic properties of the material. In the frames (c1-c3) we represent the elemental scatterings involved in the time-dependent Kerr dynamics. In general, electrons and holes follow different paths depending on the specific properties of the electronic structure. slight magnetization of the layer, responsible for the Kerr angle rotation. After a time delay τ , the system is probed with a second weak field, linearly polarized. If there is a finite valley polarization, i. e., the carrier imbalance persists, the probe axis will be rotated by an angle θ K (τ ) (steps c3). 0 2500 5000 7500 10000 12500 τ (fs) The TD-KERR experiment on WSe 2 single layer 18 (see Fig. 2 ) clearly shows that the Kerr angle decays exponentially, with a dependence on the delay that can be well described by a lifetime of the order of a few pico-seconds (ps). The lifetime decreases with temperature.
We aim to find the cause of this decay and how to describe the temperature dependence.
Our approach is based on a fully ab initio framework that merges the non-equilibrium Green's function (NEGF) theory with the well-known Density Functional Theory (DFT) (See Methods in Supporting Information). DFT is used to calculate all ingredients of the NEGF dynamics: the electronic and phononic states, the electron-phonon, electron-electron and electron-photon scattering amplitudes.
As it will become clear in the following, the speed of the valley depolarization is strongly influenced by the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) of the electronic bands near K (see Fig. 1 (a) ).
In particular, the SOC of the valence band maximum is very strong (∆ 
where ∂ t ρ l | coh/coll are the coherent/collision terms of the dynamics, respectively.
The interaction with the pump pulse. The term ∂ t ρ l | coh describes the interaction of the pump laser with the system and embodies correlation effects induced by the electron-electron interaction. It is approximated within the statically screened exchange approximation 38 that describes correctly excitonic effects coherently with the well-known and widely used Bethe-Salpeter equation. 31 The present form of ∂ t ρ l | coh has been shown to be reliable in several works about out-of-equilibrium dynamics 36, 39, 40 and non-linear optical properties.
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The first step in the simulation of the TD-KERR spectra is to calculate the optical absorption. Neglecting the collision term, from the solution of the KBE, the frequency dependent dielectric function ε EQ xx (ω) can be extracted by Fourier transform (Fig. 1(b) ).
This corresponds to a calculation of the absorption spectrum with the static Bethe-Salpeter equation. 38 The spectrum shows a clear excitonic peak A, and a secondary peak B. The A − B splitting is induced by the large SOC splitting of the valence bands of single-layer Fig. 1(a) . The good description of the optical properties ensures that the pump pulse is correctly absorbed.
The experimental TD-KERR spectra we want to reproduce 18 are measured with a circularly polarized laser pump pulse 2 with 100 fs full width at half maximum of the envelope profile. The pump intensity is 10 5 kW/m 2 and it is energetically centered on the A exciton.
The experimental intensity corresponds to a maximum carrier density of 10 −12 cm −2 and allows us to work in the low-intensity regime, formally defined in Refs. 36,37.
Valley polarization dynamics: electron-phonon-mediated spin-flips. 
From the NEQ occupations we can calculate several time-dependent observables. Our strategy relies on the idea that the physics we are interested in occurs in a time window that does not overlap with the pump laser pulse. Therefore we are in a quasi-adiabatic regime, 46 where the density-matrix off-diagonal matrix elements have been dephased and are zero.
All physical observables can be made time-dependent by expressing them in terms of the time-dependent occupation functions. This approach has been successfully applied to the dielectric tensor ε αβ (ω, τ ) 36 (with α, β = {x, y}) and used to describe the transient absorption experiments in MoS 2 39 and bulk Silicon.
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The time and temperature dependent Kerr signal. In the TD-KERR spectra the typical order of magnitude of the Kerr angle is milliradians. 19 In this small-angle limit, the Kerr angle is directly related to the non-diagonal matrix elements of the dielectric function by the equation
with ω the probe frequency. The spin in the Kerr angle enters via the SOC coupling between spin and the spatial part of the wave function. 47 The dielectric function is expressed as
with
between the electronic occupations and l = ck − vk the difference between the electronic energies. The off-diagonal term, i.e. α = β is non-zero only if there is a breaking of symmetry which, in the present case, is induced by the circularly polarized pump pulse. It is worth to notice that the dielectric function is here defined "per surface unit", with the surface factors absorbed in the definition of the dipoles. Our approach fully accounts for the contributions of SOC and the difference in valley occupation contribution to the Kerr angle. The calculated
is compared with the experiment results of Ref. 18 in Fig. 2 . As in the experiment we tune the probe frequency to E max , i.e. the maximum of ε xy (ω, τ 0), just after the pump pulse. The decay of the simulated Kerr signal is simultaneous with the end of the pump pulse (see Supporting Information for details). We obtain a good agreement if we fit the theoretical Kerr curves with a single exponential, as represented in Fig. 2(b) .
The predicted θ K (τ ) nicely agrees with the experimental results in the long time regime for all the measured temperatures, T = 25 − 120 K. We can also see that both theory and experiment exhibit a finite value when T → 0 K. This finite value is due to the atomic zero-point vibrations. Only in the high temperature regime we observe a deviation for τ > 4 ps.
As schematically represented in Fig. 1(c2) , the decay of the Kerr angle and of the valley polarization depends on the scattering rates in the valence (VB) and conduction bands (CB).
The large difference in the SOC splitting for VB and CB suggests different scattering rates for electrons and holes, which can be visualized as two characteristic lifetimes: one fast, Relaxation paths in the hexagonal Brillouin zone. While the electron-phonon and electron-electron channels can contribute to the inter-valley scattering by using finite momentum phonons and electron-hole pairs (as sketched in Fig. 1(c2) ), the electron- 
48,49
The same trend is predicted in ab initio simulations. 50 This is in contrast to the trend observed in the TD-KERR experiment. We thus conclude that electron-photon interaction is not relevant in the present context.
We have performed simulations including both electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions. We found the electron-phonon channel to be dominant with the electronelectron scattering only giving a minor contribution. The reason is that the electron-phonon and electron-electron channels have a different dependence on the photo-excited carrier density and energy. Indeed, the electron-electron channel can be split into two terms. The first, or equilibrium term, is activated only when carriers are excited with sufficient energy to generate cascade Auger processes internal to the low-energy valence/conduction bands.
34,51
This is not the case of the present TD-KERR experiment since (bound) electrons and holes are created near the conduction band minimum and valence band maximum. The second term, or non-equilibrium term, does not have any energy constraint but scales either quadratically or with the third power of the carrier density. For increasing number of carriers the electron-electron channel is expected to gain importance. Verification of the role of electron-electron interaction can be done by increasing the pump intensity. In contrast the electron-phonon channel is always active and scales linearly with the density. It is, therefore, dominant in the experimental range of carrier densities (10 −12 cm −2 , in Ref. 18 ) studied here.
The contrasting CB and VB dynamics can now be fully understood thanks to our microscopic approach. Figure 4 shows the electronic density of the CB and VB as two-dimensional snapshots in k-space corresponding to τ = 300, 500 fs and τ = 1 ps. The temperature is T = 300 K. We have labelled the K ± valleys and the Σ high symmetry line. The band structure along K + − −Γ − −K − is shown in the left frame.
We clearly see that the circularly polarized pump initially populates only the K + valley thus creating a pseudospin (and spin) polarized excited state. As the delay τ increases, also In the right frame we show the occupations of all photo-excited electrons (CB) and holes (VB), projected on the hexagonal plane, as snapshots corresponding to τ = 300, 500 fs and τ = 1 ps, at T = 300 K. The very different dynamics of VB and CB is evident. In both cases the final equilibrium is reached by spin-flip and pseudospin-flip transitions but using different kinematic routes (a full movie can be found in the Supporting Information). The key feature of the present ab initio simulation scheme is the use of a fully spinorial basis. This is a mandatory feature to gain a successful description of the pseudospin dynamics:
Conclusions
all ingredients (band structure, vibrational modes, electron-phonon matrix elements) must be calculated including spin-orbit effects. This rules out any use of simplified, few-bands models. A precise, predictive and accurate description requires an atomistic treatment.
The present scheme provides a unique, parameter-free and universal approach to interpret and predict several time-dependent experiments, like time-dependent Kerr, time-dependent photo-reflectance and, in general, any pump-probe technique in the scale of femtoseconds to picoseconds.
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